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MSPA Official Newsletter 
 Fall 2016 

 
Thanks to the efforts of our knowledgeable members this issue is again full of great 
articles and information about the pigeon hobby. If you have an idea for the newsletter or 
would like to contribute an article, please contact me at Pigeonprekker@hotmail.com 
I would welcome your input. 
 

The Electronic Newsletter Reminder! 
Due to the cost of postage and printing a high-quality newsletter, the MSPA Board of 
Directors has decided to make the quarterly newsletter available on the MSPA web site. 
Over 93% of the current members have submitted e-mail addresses so we know that the 
bulk of our members have access to the internet. For the minority of members that don’t 
have internet access, they can view the newsletter at their local library or request a mailed 
copy at: MSPA Newsletter, 21500 201st Street NW, Big Lake, MN 55309 or call 
(612)889-2945. Prior to the posting of every Newsletter a postcard will be sent to each 
member alerting him/her to the availability of the new on-line Newsletter. For the time 
being no password is necessary to view the “Membership Section” of the web site. An 
archive of past newsletters will also be available on the MSPA web site. The Newsletter 
can be downloaded or printed from the web site if the member desires a hard copy. If you 
have already notified me of your desire to receive the Newsletter via conventional 
mail, there is no need to notify me again, I will mail your copy! 
 
           IF YOUR E-MAIL ADDRESS CHANGES PLEASE NOTIFY US! 
 

Official Notice of MSPA Meeting 
 
The next MSPA club meeting is the 2nd Saturday in Jan. at 11.00am. This meeting is our 
annual pot luck meeting. It will held at the administration building on the McLeod 
County Fairgrounds, in Hutchinson, MN. Hope to see you all there so we can plan the 
coming year.    

 

mailto:Pigeonprekker@hotmail.com
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Officers’ Reports 

 
A Message from our President 

Submitted by - Bruce Rhode 
  
To all involved in the North Star Classic my many Thanks. From those involved in the 
planning, to set-up, and showing, to the final tear down, you all made my job easier. The 
atmosphere seemed relaxed and cordial everyone seemed to have a great time. The birds 
looked great with many new breeds. We passed the 1000 bird mark and this year ran the 
show on one level with wider aisles so talking was easier for the showers. 
Again, Thanks to everyone who made the North Star as great as it was.  
                     
                       

1st Vice President's Message 
Submitted by - Tim Kvidera  

The 2016 North Star Classic was another great show.  About 1050 birds, plenty of good 
times were had and the weather was great.  Set-up went smoothly.  Having a written floor 
plan sure helped.  Thanks Bruce and Kathy.  All birds were single decked and aisles were 
plenty wide.  Sale birds were again set up in a separate building.  Sales were brisk in the 
early morning.  I was a bit surprised by the limited number of sales birds.  But that 
allowed for plenty of space to spread out ones' display.  And many of the offered birds 
changed hands.  It was nice to have the 4H kids and parents helping out with set-up of the 
show and more importantly the teardown, which went very quickly.  Food service 
provided, also by the 4H, was appetizing and the deserts very tempting and delicious. 
 
During the show the MSPA Executive Board presented Paul Lepinski with a Lifetime 
Achievement Award recognizing the accomplishments achieved during his tenure as 
MSPA President.  Over his multiple terms as president the club has been brought to 
sound financial status with ever increasing capital assets.  We have enough cooping to 
stage 1,500+ bird shows, trailers in which we store the cooping along with assorted club 
supplies and have consistently held 1,000 plus bird annual shows, which are second in 
Mid-West entries only to the large Des Moines annual show.  Paul's management style 
and temperament have resulted in the loss of some longtime, active, hard working club 
members, but there is no denying much has been accomplished during his terms in office.  
Thank you Paul for your service. 
 
The MSPA Executive Board also recognized Gary Gorman with the Outstanding Service 
Award for his decades of involvement with the club during show set-ups, mentoring 
youth and being consistently involved in club activities.  Congratulations Gary. 
 
The other day I was asked by a friend whether there is a "standard procedure" for judging 
of pigeon classes.  More specifically how to determine the reserve champion.  Decades 
ago I wrote an article exactly on that topic for the Indian Fantail Club of America.  When 
I dug it out, it was about 30 years back when I originally did it.  Thought other members 
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might be interested, so have forwarded a copy to Ardy for potential inclusion in this 
bulletin.  
Our next club activity will be the January meeting which has traditionally been a pot luck 
luncheon.  Further details should be elsewhere in this bulletin.  Hope to see you there. 
 

 
MSPA Treasurer’s Report 

Executive Summary current through November 19, 2016 
Respectfully submitted by - Patti Dietzel, Treasurer 

 
 
Account Information Minnesota State Pigeon Association Trust Checking & Savings 
Accounts 
Business Checking: 
$4,732.33 
Pending Withdrawals/ Debits $ 2276.54 
Pending Deposits/ Credits $ 10.00 
Available Balance $ 2465.79 
Many payments were made to exhibitors for rebates and awards, a majority of those have 
not been cashed yet. 
 
Account Information Minnesota State Pigeon Association Trust Savings Account 
Business Market Rate Savings 
$2,000.71 
Pending Withdrawals/ Debits $0.00 
Available Balance $2000.71 
 
Total: $4466.50 

 
News of the North Star Classic 

Submitted by - Kathy Rhode, Secretary  
 
The North Star Classic was once again a great show!  We had over 50 varieties of 
pigeons and just over 1050 birds!   
 
As always before the birds can be cooped for the show we have the setup day.  I have 
helped with setup for 10 years now, this was a great setup, we had all coops up and tags 
in at around 4:30.  Everyone working together with one prepared plan that helped 
everything move smoothly. 
 
The show started great with the Junior Best of Show Judging.  Summer M won Junior 
Best of Show with her flying roller.  Reserve Junior Best of Show was awarded to Jaden 
H. (Full placements in show report).  Will E was awarded Junior Showmanship. 
  
While the bidding in the Silent Auction was going on the raffle was going strong.  There 
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were many fabulous items for raffle, I think the grit may have had the most interest of the 
items, Robin Piehl's apple pie was another favorite. 
 
The 4H kitchen once again provided delicious food for everyone to enjoy. 
 
As the show came to an end the Best of Show was judged by Wayne Fischer.  Amy 
Nicolai was awarded Best of Show for her Show King.  Trevor Nau received Reserve 
Best of Show with his English Pouter. (Full placements in show report). 
 
After all the birds have been judged it is time to clean up.  The 4H Interstate Exchange 
helped with clean up and did fabulous!   
         
A great achievement no birds were forgotten, well Brian Elwell did forget a full crate of 
Figuritas but came back when called, the same with the E.T. temporarily misplaced.   
There was a jean jacket found abandoned as well as an empty crate, these are safe in the 
club trailers, if they are yours please let Bruce know. 
 
This year was not the biggest show but it was still a great show! I can't wait for next 
year!! 
 
Thank you, 
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Junior Exhibitors at the 2016 North Star Classic 

 By - Tim Kvidera 
 
I had the pleasure of judging the Junior Showmanship competition at the North Star 
Classic this year.  Again we had a great turnout of junior exhibitors thanks to 4H and 
Pastor Bob's youth group.  Eight of the juniors signed up to be involved in the Junior 
Showmanship class.  Ages ranged from 5 to 16 years of age and they have been involved 
in pigeons from just a few months to eleven years. 
     
I thoroughly enjoyed spending a few quiet minutes with each, chatting individually with 
them, to get an understanding of their knowledge about the bird they brought with them, 
how they handled it, how they cared for it and what they knew of the respective show 
standards.  For the most part these were very self confident individuals who presented 
themselves well.  All should be thanked and praised for their willingness to come forward 
and show off their knowledge of their pigeons. 
 
Included in the group alphabetically were.... Taylor Beery, C.J. Dietzel, Will Elskamp, 
Bryce Kuhn, Summer Moon, Ruby Radunz, Mikayla Schlosser, an Wyatt Tesch.  In 
addition to the MSPA award of a plaque and $25 cash to the winner, the NPA provided 
large rosettes to the top three placings.   
 
Congratulations to all participants for presenting themselves well.  May you all continue 
enjoying the pigeon hobby for years to come. Second runner-up was Wyatt Tesch.  First 
runner-up was Mikayla Schlosser.  And winner was Will Elskamp. 
 

 
Tim Kvidera works with Junior on the Art of Showmanship 
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The Science of Genetics and the Art of Breeding 
By G. B. Peterson 

 
A working knowledge of basic pigeon genetics is helpful when we want to produce birds 
of a certain color or pattern, or when it comes to spotting dubious pedigrees in breeding 
records or sales transactions. But beyond things like that, just how helpful is all that 
highfalutin scientific genetic analysis stuff anyway?  Can it help with the finer points of 
pigeon breeding?  Can the academic science of genetics become part and parcel of the 
backyard art of pigeon breeding?  Good question – and a hard one to answer.  The short 
answer is a firm: Maybe.  The long answer is: Yes, knowing something about genetics can 
be helpful in the backyard breeding loft – but it’s a lot more complicated than we might 
like it to be.  The purpose of this article is to describe the nature and scope of some of 
those complications, and also to suggest how familiarity with them might eventually 
come into play, naturally and effortlessly, in the discerning backyard fancier’s artful 
process of selective breeding. 

It is easy to get the impression that all we really need in order to strategically breed for 
some inherited trait is to know whether the allele that underlies it is dominant or 
recessive, autosomal or sex-linked.  An understanding of such basic concepts is important 
– but it is really only the tip of the iceberg when it comes to appreciating the full range of 
genetic processes and effects.  The truth is that the genetics of many traits is at least a 
little bit more complicated than just dominant or recessive and autosomal or sex-linked, 
and the genetics of most inherited traits is much more complicated than that. 

Variable expressivity.  Some alleles of a gene will have the same effect on every 
individual who inherits them, but there are others where the same allele does not always 
have the same effect on the phenotypes of different individuals, but varies from one 
individual to the next instead.  Sorry about that. 

A potential problem that this variable expressivity phenomenon can cause for us breeders 
is that it can trick us into thinking that different expressions of the same allele are actually 
due to a different allele or even a wholly different gene locus.  If one of these variations 
is markedly different from the specific phenotype we want, we might end up culling a 
bird that could conceivably be a perfectly good breeder.  This sort of error is especially 
unfortunate when a bird is strong in other important qualities but is deemed to be too far 
off with respect to the feature in question.  It would be a shame to cull a potential breeder 
like that if the reason it was not up to snuff was simply that a desirable allele had been 
expressed in a less than desirable way.  If you have a big breeding operation, culling a 
genetically worthwhile bird may not be that big a deal, but if you have a modest backyard 
pigeon breeding setup with space for only a few breeding pairs, then culling a potentially 
worthwhile breeder is more serious.  You’ll sometimes hear a veteran fancier remark that 
one of the best producing stock birds he ever had was itself not particularly strong in the 
feature of interest but that it nevertheless threw quality offspring that were. Variable 
expressivity could be the reason behind at least some of these ironic occurrences.  

Incomplete penetrance.  Closely related to the concept of variable expressivity, but 
different from it, is incomplete penetrance.  This is a situation where an allele might well 
produce a constant effect in all cases (i.e., no variable expressivity), but there are times 
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when that gene, although present, is not evident in the phenotype at all – nada, zippo.  
When we are sure that a particular allele is definitely present in the bird’s genotype but 
there is no sign of it whatsoever in the bird’s phenotype, the inference is that the gene did 
not “penetrate” into the phenotype.  When, say, only 90% of the youngsters who “should 
show” the presence of a gene actually do show it, the gene is said to be 90% penetrant. 

Incomplete penetrance can cause serious head scratching – not in the pigeons, but in the 
breeder.  Just when you think you have finally figured out the inheritance pattern of some 
trait you’ve been working on, no recognizable form of it appears where your logical 
analysis says a specific form absolutely should be.  This can be frustrating and 
discouraging.  But don’t throw your genetics book away just yet.  When your logical 
analysis of a trait works most of the time but not quite all of the time, you may well still 
be right; it may be that the apparent failure of your theory is due to incomplete penetrance 
rather than to your analysis being wrong.   

Incomplete or Partial Dominance.  Another good example of an exception to the rules 
of basic genetics is the phenomenon of incomplete dominance or partial dominance.  In 
introductory discussions of genetics, the concept of an allele being dominant is contrasted 
with that of another allele at the same locus being recessive.  If “big A” and “little a” are 
the dominant and recessive alternatives of a given gene, then that usually means that little 
a must be homozygous (aa) in order for its phenotypic effect to appear, whereas big A 
can be either homozygous (AA) or heterozygous (Aa) for its effect to show.  Moreover, 
on this classic definition, the phenotype that goes with Aa is usually characterized as 
being qualitatively identical to the one that goes with AA.  We can represent this 
phenotypic pattern as follows: AA = Aa > aa.  This state of affairs is often the case – but 
not always.  Instead, sometimes AA > Aa > aa; that is, the big A allele does not totally 
override or “dominate” the little a allele when they appear together, it only partly 
overrides it so that the phenotype of the heterozygous Aa case is somewhere between the 
phenotypes of the homozygous AA and aa cases.   An interesting notion to ponder here is 
the situation where the Aa phenotype falls exactly halfway between the AA and aa 
phenotypes.  If you think about it, in cases like that it is actually totally arbitrary which 
allele is said to be dominant and which recessive; each allele has a perfectly balanced, 
offsetting effect on the other, so that neither one can be said to be dominant or recessive 
to the other.  

Over-dominance.  Given the preceding discussion of partial dominance and how the 
designation of an allele as dominant or recessive can depend upon how we characterize 
the relevant phenotypes, we might as well take the time and space to touch on another 
curiosity that falls under the heading of the dominant/recessive scheme of things.  Most 
people are familiar with the idea of hybrid vigor, i.e., the fact that the offspring of a cross 
between two inbred strains are in some way superior to either parent strain.  What is 
going on there? 

First, we need to remember the technical definition of an inbred strain: An inbred strain is 
a breeding population of animals, typically somewhat isolated for one reason or another 
over several generations, where many of the gene loci have become fixed in a 
homozygous state.  As a simple example, again imagine two alternatives for a gene, big A 
and little a, and two inbred strains, where the members of one strain are all AA and the 
members of the other strain are all aa.   That is what is meant by “… the gene loci have 
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become fixed in a homozygous state.”  This is an oversimplification, of course, but it is 
illustrative of what happens at many gene loci as a result of several generations of 
inbreeding.  All the offspring of an AA x aa cross will be Aa, i.e., heterozygous at those 
gene loci where the parents are oppositely homozygous.  If the Aa offspring are not only 
more like the AA than the aa strain in some important way but, furthermore, actually 
superior to both parent strains, we can symbolize this outcome as Aa > AA > aa.  This 
state of affairs defines over dominance.  The homozygote recessive case may be “good”, 
but the homozygote dominant case is “better”, and, somewhat surprisingly, the 
heterozygote is the “best”.  (Compare this situation to the partial dominance one above 
where AA > Aa > aa.)  

There is an important caution about crosses of inbred lines like this that deserves special 
comment lest we be led astray and get ourselves into a real genetic mess. If Aa 
individuals are very much preferable to AA individuals, the most efficient way to 
produce them, as we just saw above, is via the AA x aa cross of the inbred strains because 
this cross yields 100% Aa offspring.  So far, so good.  But if, following this cross, in the 
next generation you strictly and exclusively follow the old tried-and-true “best-to-best” 
rule of breeding and now mate your best F1 individuals with one another, if you do a 
Punnett square layout of this Aa x Aa mating it may well lead you to believe that you will 
get 50% Aa, 25% AA and 25% aa.  These percentage results are misleading because the 
Punnett square really should not have been applied to this situation.  Although it may 
be true that this best-to-best Aa x Aa mating of the F1 generation will give you a few 
more Aa “best”, it will NOT give them in large percentage nor will it also give you large 
numbers of your original AA and aa inbred line birds.  In fact, for all practical purposes, 
you will not be able to recover your inbred lines this way at all.  This is because the 
handy notation we have been using for gene pairs here is really appropriate for a single 
pair of genes only, whereas inbred strains are usually homozygous at many gene loci, 
not just one, and it is heterozygosity at many if not all of these different loci that is 
responsible for the hybrid vigor effect.  The fly in the ointment for the F1 x F1 couplings 
is that the genes at all these different sites segregate and recombine independently of one 
another.  Therefore, when you do the Aa x Aa mating, if there has been more than one 
pair of genes involved, as there virtually always is, you cannot expect all the many 
different genes to sort out perfectly across the board into the many separate AA and aa 
configurations of your original inbred lines, nor can you expect the Aa heterozygosity 
pattern to be perfectly repeated.  Instead, there will be a widespread scattering and 
remixing of AA, Aa, and aa combinations of the many different genes throughout the 
genotypes of the individuals of the F2 population, making it practically impossible either 
to replicate the across-the-board uniform Aa configurations of the F1 hybrid or to recover 
those original inbred lines in their pristine totality.  Instead, you may well find that the F2 
birds will be a mix of every conceivable type in the book.  This is why you will 
occasionally hear breeders rave about the initial results of a cross that they made between 
two different lines, but then express bewilderment and disappointment with the mixed 
bag of results they got in subsequent generations.  In the final analysis, if you’re working 
with an over-dominance situation like this, you really may need to maintain the integrity 
of your inbred lines on their own if you want to make this kind of cross on a regular 
basis.  This is probably why you find veteran breeders who scrupulously maintain two or 
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three distinct bloodlines within their breeding program that they will mate together on 
occasion for special purposes but otherwise keep totally separate.  

Pleiotropy.  We are primarily taught to think in terms of one gene causing one trait.  For 
example, the pattern gene causes the bird’s color pattern, period – right?  Well, yes, right, 
in that case, but there are also cases where one gene actually has an effect on more than 
one trait.  The technical term for this situation is pleiotropy (often misspelled in books 
and articles as pleiotrophy, with a ph).   The pleiotropy phenomenon is fairly rare and 
therefore we will not spend much time on it, except to say that there do seem to be 
instances where two seemingly unrelated traits are correlated or tend to go together.  Why 
this might be is beyond the scope of this article, but the phenomenon may be at work in 
certain strains or families of performance breeds, like Homers or Rollers, where the 
fancier is absolutely 100% convinced that there is a “sign”, like a visible feature of the 
eye or a subtle coloration effect in the feathers, that is a reliable predictor of the bird’s 
value as a breeder of good performers.  One should always be skeptical of such claims; 
superstitions are easy to acquire and they have a way of perpetuating themselves via 
psychological biases that favor evidence that confirms them over evidence that 
disconfirms them.  On the other hand – we should not automatically poo-poo such 
claims, as there really is this process called pleiotropy as well as other mechanisms that 
give rise to genetic correlations.  The concept of a genetic marker is well established in 
medicine and is essentially this same notion, i.e., that there are physical signs in an 
organism that can indicate the presence of specific alleles for a completely different 
phenotypic trait of interest that may be more difficult to assess directly.  The astute 
breeder should be sensitive to the possibility that different traits can be correlated, and the 
one that’s easy to see could then serve as an indicator of one that’s harder to see.  
Genuine biological markers can be very helpful – but be wary. 

Non-Mendelian genetics of polygenic action.  The genetic analysis of inheritance that 
we’ve discussed so far sees traits as being expressed in absolute and categorical ways.  
This view goes back to Gregor Mendel himself.  The surface of Mendel’s peas, for 
example, was either smooth or wrinkled; he could put every pea in one category or the 
other, and all the peas in a category were like peas-in-a-pod, to coin a phrase.  Similarly, 
in pigeons the trait of feather color comes in the categories of brown, blue, or ash-red, 
and the pattern trait comes as barless, bar, check, or T-check.  Furthermore, in this 
traditional analysis there is one gene that corresponds to one trait, one allele of that gene 
that corresponds to each category of the trait, and, within a category, all instances are 
essentially identical. In addition, the different categorical forms of the trait can be 
described in one word, e.g., smooth, wrinkled, blue, check.  Traits that can be identified 
with a simple descriptive verbal label are called qualitative traits.  The ideas of 
qualitative traits, of one gene/one trait, of dominant/recessive, etc., are all hallmarks of 
the classical Mendelian model of inheritance.  It is the model we’ve all become 
accustomed to and the one we are most (and probably even exclusively) familiar with. 

In the first half of the 20th century, the classical Mendelian model was the whole ball 
game in the new field of genetics. There really wasn’t any other well-articulated 
conceptual scheme or supplementary notion.  But around 1950 another way of thinking 
about inheritance came along.  This newer model did not exactly replace the Mendelian 
model, but it did extend the reach of genetic analysis beyond qualitative traits to traits 
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that appear in gradations, traits that are a matter of degree or amount or extent, rather than 
occurring in absolute categorical forms. That is, in addition to considering traits that are 
absolutely either this or that, as the classical Mendelian model does, this supplementary 
approach also considers traits that appear as relatively more or less of this or that.  Instead 
of designating the phenotypic expressions of a trait with a descriptive word, they are 
designated with a descriptive measurement or numerical score or quantity of some kind.  
Accordingly, such traits are referred to as quantitative traits, rather than qualitative ones, 
and the approach to analyzing them genetically is called quantitative genetics.  This new 
approach is sometimes also called Non-Mendelian genetics because its theories and 
methods are so different from those of the classical Mendelian approach.  
Non-Mendelian analysis involves a lot of high-powered mathematical and statistical 
methods applied to large databases of phenotypic measurements, but you can relax 
because we don’t need to concern ourselves with any of that.  Of more relevance to us is 
the main idea that has emerged from all that mathematical analysis, namely, that 
quantitative traits are most usefully conceptualized as being due to the joint action of 
many genes in the genome of the organism, the different alleles of which either add a 
little to or subtract a little from the individual’s eventual phenotypic “amount” of the trait 
in question.  Note that there is no reference in this analysis to dominant or recessive 
alleles; instead, the discussion is strictly in terms of alleles that add or subtract, increase 
or decrease, enhance or diminish. Thus, on this view, if we want to enhance the degree to 
which some quantitative trait is expressed in our birds, then what we need to do in our 
breeding program is to gather together as many of the relevant enhancing alleles as we 
can in our family of birds so that they will get into the genomes of the youngsters we 
produce and jointly add up to the extent necessary to give rise to the amount of the 
phenotypic effect we want.  Easier said than done (and, actually, really not even that easy 
to say). 

The many genes that work together to control a quantitative trait are referred to 
collectively as polygenes, and the trait is said to be polygenic.  Although modern 
polygenic analysis is newer than classical Mendelian analysis and may sound a little 
strange to us in the context of what we’ve learned about one gene/one trait, 
dominant/recessive, etc., in a way it is probably more in keeping with our natural, 
intuitive, preconceived notions about how artificial selection must work than the classical 
Mendelian model is.  It seems intuitively obvious that you modify some trait in a 
particular direction by selecting breeders who themselves exhibit the trait in the direction 
you want it to go, and that you do this generation after generation, fine-tuning the trait a 
little bit each time, until you have it dialed in exactly where you want it. That is, 
basically, how the polygenic model of inheritance says it works. 

In support of the suggestion that polygenic control is essentially a naturally intuitive way 
of thinking about how inheritance works, consider the following statement by the great 
18th/19th century pigeon and bantam chicken breeder Sir John Sebright: 

We must observe the smallest tendency to imperfection in our stock the moment it appears, so 
as to be able to counteract it before it becomes a defect; as a rope dancer, to preserve his 
equilibrium, must correct the balance before it has gone too far, and then not by such a motion 
as will incline it too much to the opposite side.  Sir John Sebright (1809)  
 [As cited by W. M. Levi, The Pigeon, 1941, p. 355] 
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Sir John penned that apt analogy over 200 years ago, right about the time Charles Darwin 
was born and more than a decade before Gregor Mendel was born, and long, long before 
anybody had heard of genetics or genes or dominant or recessive, etc., let alone 
polygenes. Sebright clearly realized way back then that breeding often involves 
gradations of traits, that you can get too much or too little of something, and that the trick 
is to create the proper balance.  That, in a nutshell, is the modern theory of polygenic 
inheritance.  “Everything old is new again.” 

Conclusion 
Pigeon breeding has always been and probably always will be more art than science, and 
like all artists we pigeon breeders will most likely be guided more by our intuitions, 
subjective hunches, whimsical inclinations, and even spontaneous impulses than by 
scientific diagrams, charts, formulas or spreadsheets of numbers. But intuitions, hunches, 
inclinations and impulses are really just the murmurings of the accumulated wisdom of 
the subconscious mind, wisdom derived from direct experience, including things we’ve 
seen first hand, things we’ve been told by others, things we’ve read about – and things we 
probably don’t even remember having seen, heard, or read.  Nevertheless, unbeknownst 
to us, all of those little bits and pieces of past experience are in there, rolling around in 
the back of our mind, percolating and incubating, trying to fit together one way or 
another until, eventually, they coalesce into coherent patterns that emerge as so-called 
“intuition” to affect the way we decide to mate up our birds.  This article has been 
intended to provide some food for thought for both your conscious and subconscious 
mind.   

There is an old saying in the world of real estate that the three most important factors 
affecting the value of a property are location, location, location.  We can say something 
similar about animal breeding: the three most important factors affecting the success of a 
breeding program are selection, selection, selection.  Indeed, selection is the principle that 
overrides everything else; both Mendelian and Non-Mendelian traits obey the dictates of 
selection.  Therefore, when all is said and done, it really still boils down to which pigeons 
we select as our breeders.  Having had some exposure to the many facets of the modern 
science of genetics, complicated though it all may be, and having thought about some of 
these ideas even to a modest extent, may help more than we realize as we practice the 
age-old art of selective breeding.  
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Classic Old frills 
By Mike Mclin 

 

 
                 

Mike’s Old Frills 
 
 
Doing the Old Frill special I got a call from Doratha saying we didn't have enough 
articles for the magazine which was disappointing to me when we have over 105 
members.  So I sat down and did a few more and sent them in. 
The more you write the easier it gets, so sit down a while, relax and tell us all what your 
birds are doing. I really would like to know what all is being bred and if there are any 
virus going around or how to help cure what ever it is going on in the loft.  Loft news as 
it were. Tell us what you are working on for breeds or colors. It is all interesting. 
On the subject of the Classic Frills, we have been seeing a shift in where the birds are 
growing in numbers and where we need to support more of the breeders to continue our 
numbers at the shows in the upper midwest.  Communication is key. Last year we had 
only a handful of classics down from a high of 60 a couple years ago at the MSPA meet. 
 This year I heard from one of the other 2 guys that showed last year and he said he 
couldn't make it and I was committed   to work that week end.  I got a call saying there 
were about 30 this year, Communicate ! 
In my loft I made progress this year producing yellow, khaki, and andalusion classics. 
 Yellow is highly desirable right now of course because only  2 people have them.  I have 
people calling and wanting 4 pair of yellow.  I have to laugh but in a few years it will be 
some other color I suppose. I sold reds split for yellow last year to a couple guys and 
even though I told them they would get some yellows they sold them off and now asking 
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for yellows again this year.  Pigeon breeding is a hobby and it takes a while to produce 
something that the breed didn't have before. Everyone wants the finished product rather 
than work a year or 2 to produce it. Patience prevails.   
Frost tops or frosties as they are called have been growing in numbers in my loft. I had 
one 2 years ago , last year a couple more and this year a few more. Frosties are laced 
blondinettes with the lacing going right up to or can cover the whole head of the bird. 
 Black and brown frosties look the best. I have red frostie but red is too light and the 
contrast is lost .   I sent a couple pictures of frosty in black and brown.  The thing I have 
found in this variety is that they tend to have a little finer lace than your birds with  black 
neck and head variety for some reason.  This year I used a little too dark of lacing cock 
bird on a frosty hen and they produced both birds that were too dark with little lace, and a 
couple of frosties.  Both hens and cocks were produced in the frosty factor.  Blending did 
not occur with this mating and I got a few too dark and a few great lacing like the hen.  
The end of the month the cock bird is going to an Argent Modena breeder for his project. 
I find that mating two birds with this factor still produces a number of too dark of laced 
birds so once again patience must be had.  I rarely get two show laced birds in a clutch of 
babies.  Usually it is one of each . The old thought was always mate light to dark laced 
birds but I have bred light show laced to each other for 6 years without getting washed 
out or turn white as I was told would happen. What I did see was a slight increase in 
show laced birds and the number of both that are near black in a clutch decrease slightly. 
One of the reasons I like working with the frost tops is because I know I will get some 
show laced birds in the nest. Not a guarantee when working black lace that are darker 
laced. You may get 4 of 6 that are way too dark to show out of that mating. In my stud I 
have maintained birds with black heads and necks separately because they are as 
beautiful as a frost top to me. The classic black body for the most part with the contrast of 
finely laced wings and tail is an eye catcher in the loft. 
I have sent the black lace blonds to all parts of the country and Canada so that they will 
grow in numbers and hopefully hit the show halls in bigger numbers in the coming years. 
 I don't breed big numbers anymore and I breed for show birds first and if I have a few 
left over I will part with them. Mainly I have sold off my breeders when they get 3 years 
old because I figure I should have improved on them in 3 years so I let others have what I 
have been breeding from to get them going. In the blondinettes it is easier to sell breeders 
so that I know what the person is going to get , rather than youngsters who are unproven 
yet and may or may not molt out into show laced birds.  You don't want white feet or 
white patches on your blondinettes. If it is a hen you can use it for breeding but a cock 
seems to throw white into the youngsters and should be avoided. It is a lot of years to 
breed  the white out but it can be done if you have patience. 
We have been slowly moving away from the smaller rounder heads in our classics and 
along with that the crest setting is getting up to where it should be. Many times the crest 
is too low. It is ok but something to work on as there are many birds in the USA with low 
crests yet.  Although the breed has come a long ways , there is still room for 
improvement and a fun challenge for the pigeon breeder as the Classic has a lot of 
ornaments on it beside the lacing that it is known for.  If you have any questions or I can 
help in any way , drop a line to    Mike, race_w_me@hotmail.com 
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Pigeon Pedigree Puzzler 
MSPA Newsletter Fall 2016 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
To check your answer, go to Page 20 
 

 

A. Red Check WF 
Pearl Eyes 

Cock 

B. Blue Bar Grizzle 
Pearl Eyes 

Hen 

X. Red Bar WF 
Orange Eyes 

Cock 

C. Recessive Red Self 
  Pearl Eyes 

Cock 

D. Recessive Red Self 
Pearl Eyes 

Hen 

Y. Black Bar Self 
Pearl Eyes 

Hen 

Z. Red Check Self 
Orange Eyes 

Hen 

From among the three individuals X, Y, and Z depicted in the pedigree above ONE OR 
MORE is a genetic impossibility in the sense that it cannot be the offspring of the specific 
parents indicated in the pedigree.  Therefore, the pedigree cannot be valid.  
To solve the puzzle, you need to answer two questions:  
1.  Which ONE OR MORE among X, Y, and Z is the genetic impossibility?   
2.  Why is that ONE OR MORE genetically impossible? 
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                   Paul Lepinski Awarded Life Time Service Award 
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Pigeons can read — sort of, study finds 

 

By Kacey Deamer, Staff Writer  

Published September 22, 2016  Fox News 
 

 

A pigeon flies in front a a fountain during a sunny day in central Kiev, Ukraine, July 8, 
2016. (REUTERS/Gleb Garanich)  

Pigeons may be sometimes likened to "flying rats," but these birds are no dummies, 
according to a new study. Scientists recently taught pigeons to read — kind of. 

In a new study, researchers trained pigeons to distinguish real words from gibberish, 
using 308 four-letter words that baboons had learned in a previous study. Some of the 
birds learned to identify dozens of words, with the most successful pigeon being able to 
recognize 58 words, the researchers said. 

The pigeons were presented with word and nonword stimuli along with a star symbol on 
a screen. When a word was shown, the pigeons were supposed to peck the word, and 
when a nonword was shown, the pigeons were supposed to peck the star. When the birds 
responded correctly, they were rewarded with treats from a hopper bird feeder. [The 5 
Smartest Nonprimates on the Planet] 

http://www.livescience.com/33421-smartest-non-primates.html
http://www.livescience.com/33421-smartest-non-primates.html
http://www.livescience.com/�
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Four of the pigeons excelled at the word recognition test, and the scientists continued 
more intensive training with these birds. These advanced pigeons were even able to 
distinguish correctly spelled words from those with rearranged characters, like "very" and 
"vrey," or words that were completely misspelled, the researchers said. 

"The pigeons’ performance is actually more comparable to that of literate humans than 
baboons’ performance," for the misspelling tests, the scientists wrote in the study. 

To determine whether the birds were learning to distinguish words from nonwords rather 
than merely memorizing the correct answers, the pigeons were introduced to new words 
throughout the study. According to the researchers, the pigeons correctly identified the 
new words as words at a rate that was significantly above mere chance. 

"This transfer suggests that during training, the pigeons derived some general statistical 
knowledge about the letter combinations that distinguish words from nonwords," the 
authors wrote. 

The researchers suggest that the pigeons tracked the statistical likelihood that certain 
pairs of letters, such as "EN" and "AL," were more likely to be associated with words or 
nonwords. 

One of the study's authors, neuroscientist Onur Güntürkün of Ruhr University Bochum in 
Germany, said that it's remarkable that the pigeons have the ability to visually recognize 
words (known as orthographic knowledge). 

"That pigeons — separated by 300 million years of evolution from humans and having 
vastly different brain architectures — show such a skill as orthographic processing is 
astonishing," Güntürkün said in a statement. 

The new study is the first to identify a nonprimate species as having these orthographic 
abilities. And the researchers said that by studying the pigeons' ability to learn words, 
they could provide insights into the origins and function of language. 

The study also highlights the intelligence of pigeons, which study co-author Michael 
Colombo, a professor of psychology at the University of Otago in New Zealand, said may 
spark the need "to seriously rethink the use of the term 'birdbrain' as a put-down." 

The findings were published online Sept. 16 in the journal Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

http://www.otago.ac.nz/news/news/otago622303.html
http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2016/09/13/1607870113
http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2016/09/13/1607870113
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Answer to the Pigeon Pedigree Puzzler – 
 
1.  Which ONE OR MORE among X, Y, and Z is the genetic impossibility?  
 The answer is:  All three, X, Y, and Z, are genetically impossible. 
2.  Why is that ONE OR MORE genetically impossible? 
 
Pigeon X.  Let’s start with X, a Red Bar, orange-eyed cock.  Contrary to the old 1964 
rock-and-roll tune It’s In His Kiss by Betty Everett (reintroduced by Cher in 1990), the 
give away on Pigeon X is not in his kiss, it’s in his eyes.  His feather color is ok, his 
pattern is plausible, but those eyes tell no lies.  His eyes are orange.  According to the 
pedigree, A and B are both pearl-eyed birds.  Two pearl-eyed birds cannot produce an 
orange-eyed bird; it’s as simple as that.  There are only two eye-color alleles, orange and 
pearl, with orange (wild type) being dominant to pearl.  A and B have pearl eyes, which 
tells us that they both must be homozygous for the pearl allele, and therefore that is the 
only eye-color allele either can contribute to its offspring.  X’s true father must be some 
orange-eyed cock in the loft who is also carrying bar, either a Red Check carrying bar, or 
a Red Bar, or possibly even an orange-eyed Recessive Red who carries ash-red and bar. 
Pigeon Y.  It was the eyes that told us Pigeon X was not his father’s son, but it is the 
feather color that tells us that Pigeon Y is not her father’s daughter.  Both C and D are 
Recessive Reds. Two Recessives Reds mated together can produce nothing other than 
more Recessive Reds.  If C were the father and D the mother, then Y would have to be a 
Recessive Red and could not be a Black Bar Self as stated in the pedigree. The 
suggestion that there is an unidentified sire responsible for the fact that Y is Black rather 
than Recessive Red is likely correct because it is extremely unlikely for a pedigree to get 
the dam wrong, so it is quite safe to assume that D really is Y’s mother. So, assuming that 
D is the true dam, C cannot be the sire.  Some other non-recessive red cock in the loft 
carrying blue, bar, and, possibly, also spread, must be the true sire, although D could be 
carrying the spread factor masked by the recessive red. 
Pigeon Z.  We can immediately conclude that Z is not the offspring of X and Y because 
she is a Red Check hen, and the pedigree says X and Y are both barred birds.  It is 
impossible for two barred birds to produce a checker.  The fact that both X and Y are bars 
tells us that neither of them can be carrying the check allele to pass on to Z; if either were 
carrying it, then that bird would itself be a check.  Assuming, quite safely, that Y is 
indeed the dam, we can infer that the check allele must be part of the true sire’s genotype 
because Z is a Check whereas Y is a Bar.  Y could only have contributed either a bar 
pattern allele or, possibly, a barless pattern allele to Z.  But because Z is a check, she 
must have received the check allele from her sire --- who ever he is.  It is for sure, 
however, that the sire cannot be X or any other bar pattern cock in the loft.  
 
A quick footnote on eye color, as discussed above for Pigeon X:  We see pigeons with 
eyes ranging from reddish orange to orange to yellow, but there are still only two eye-
color alleles, orange and pearl.  The reddish orange and yellow phenotypes are actually 
variants of the orange.  
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Minnesota State Pigeon Association 

 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM 
 
Date: ____/_____/______          New (   )     Renewal (  ) 
 
Name: ____________________________________________________________ 
  
Address: __________________________________________________________ 
 
City, State, Zip Code: _______________________________________________ 
 
Phone Number: (____) _____-_________ Cell Number: (____) _____-_________ 
 
E-mail Address: ____________________________________ 
 
Bulletin Option:  (   ) Read on MSPA web site,  (   ) E-mail,  (   ) Postal Delivery 
  
Membership Options and Dues:   
 
Individual (  ) $10.00  
 
Family       
(  ) 
$15.00 
 
Junior       
(  )   
$5.00 
Please note: The membership year is January 1st to December 31st. Any new 
memberships received after November 1st will be applied to the following year unless           
specific instructions are provided to apply the dues to the current year.                          

                                                     
                                                    Mail to: 
                                                    Patti Dietzel 
                                                    MSPA Treasurer 
                                                    12355 134th Street 
                                                    Cologne, MN  

From among the three individuals X, Y, and Z depicted in the pedigree above ONE OR 
MORE is a genetic impossibility in the sense that it cannot be the offspring of the specific 
parents indicated in the pedigree.  Therefore, the pedigree cannot be valid.  
To solve the puzzle, you need to answer two questions:  
1.  Which ONE OR MORE among X, Y, and Z is the genetic impossibility?   
2.  Why is that ONE OR MORE genetically impossible? 
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